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Quiet Improvement in Economic Data as Markets Drift Higher

China’s stumble, Greece’s last-ditch deal, Iran’s nuclear treaty – U.S. investors can
be forgiven if they are feeling frustration regarding the impact of international events on
domestic markets. Stocks have mainly been in stop and start mode all year, seemingly
awaiting resolution in these overseas economies.

Quietly, however, U.S. data has continued to improve; and almost as quietly, U.S.
stocks are pushing toward new all-time highs. A very domestic event – 2Q15 EPS season
– represents a risk to recent modest gains. But we see high chances for a beat against very
low expectations. If stocks can weather the usual summer doldrums, the market may be
positioned well for its usual autumn surge.

THE 2Q15 EPS OUTLOOK
Heading into 2Q15 EPS season, Street expectations – from FactSet, Standard & Poor’s,
and others – called for a year-over-year earnings decline in the 4%-5% range. Argus
believes that outlook was artificially suppressed by too-cautious guidance from corpo-
rate CFOs. With a very limited set of companies reporting to-date (less than 20% of
total), S&P 500 companies are beating EPS expectations at a 70% plus rate and beating
revenue expectations more than 50% of the time.

Banks, which tugged at 1Q15 results in a volatile commodity & currency environment, have generally been contributive
to EPS growth for 2Q15 amid very early signs of credit spread expansion. Industrial companies are still subject to dollar-related
pressures, but have now had two or three quarters to adjust their operating models. Additionally, 2Q will be the last really
negative quarter for dollar comps.

We won’t have a real clear read on 2Q15 EPS growth until the energy companies report; and they tend to report toward
the back end of the period. Based on the inherent cautiousness baked into quarterly guidance, along with recovering demand in
key markets (Europe) and operating discipline at top-tier companies, Argus expects 2Q15 EPS to advance in low single digits
on a year-over-year basis. Argus also believes that, ex-energy, 2Q15 earnings will advance in mid- to high-single-digits.

While our expectations are muted, we do not expect a well-anticipated weak earnings season to derail the recent upward
move in stocks. As stocks have run in place this year while earnings move quietly higher, valuations have become more
attractive. The forward multiple on Argus 2015 EPS expectations is 16.8-times; and the forward P/E on 2016 earnings is about
15.3-times. These multiples are not only far from bubble levels; they indicate room for market expansion without stretching out
valuations.
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GENERALLY FAVORABLE DATA
The U.S. economic data released during July comes from
May and June and does not fully capture the prevailing
trend. Still, a range of data points capturing the consumer
economy – including jobs and unemployment claims, hous-
ing and automotive sales, confidence, and spending – con-
tinue to trend higher. The industrial economy continues to
adjust to a strong dollar and to navigate a shift in trade
toward Europe, which has been invigorated by the weak
euro. With consumers representing 70% of the economy,
U.S. GDP growth remains on track for 2.5%-3.0% expan-
sion in coming quarters.

We expect currency and geopolitical turmoil to con-
tinue impacting trade with global partners. The U.S. trade
deficit expanded slightly in May to $41.9 billion from $40.7
billion in April, but remained down from the dollar-impacted
$51.4 billion deficit reported for March. Both exports and
imports showed modest sequential change in May, and both
imports and exports slipped slightly year-over-year.

On a more favorable note, wholesale inventories in
May rose 0.8%, better than the 0.3% consensus and repre-
senting their fastest pace of growth in six months. Whole-
salers, distributors and other middlemen only boost inven-
tories when their order books are growing. Additionally,
change in wholesale inventories is a component of GDP
calculation, so this data point will directly impact the 2Q15
GDP number. Business inventories rose 0.3% in May, con-
firming the trend in wholesale inventories.

One of the first June data points, June retail sales,
disappointed with a 0.3% decline along with a 0.1% de-
cline ex-autos. Weakness was expected in both measures,
given 1.0% growth (1.1% ex-autos) in May. Timing of the
Memorial Day Holiday was cited as one cause, but spend-
ing also weakened at restaurants. We believe that consum-
ers generally retain the thrifty habits they developed dur-
ing the recession, and that one free-spending month will
likely be followed by a more restrained spending month.

June export prices fell into negative territory, declin-
ing 0.2% after rising 0.7% in May. Import prices also
slipped, though more moderately. The change principally
reflected declining oil prices on rumors of an Iran deal.
But if those numbers eased inflation concerns, the producer
price index dispelled any complacency. All-items PPI was
up 0.4% in June; and core PPI (less food and energy) was
up 0.3%. These are month-over-month changes; year-over-
year PPI trends remain negative, based on the low input
cost of oil and natural gas. But the monthly change signals
accelerating prices, as well as improving demand.

Given the strains in the oil economy, industrial pro-
duction has been subdued in recent months. June indus-
trial production, however, surprised with a 0.3% gain – the
highest rate of increase since November 2014. In a rever-
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sal of recent trends, it was automotive output that hurt over-
all production. Output from mines was up a welcome 1.0%,
after multiple months of decline; and utility output rose
1.5%, in a positive industrial economy indicator.

The best data continues to come from the housing
economy, although as usual a few caveats apply. June hous-
ing starts rose 9.8%, even after seasonal adjustment, to a
1.174 million seasonally adjusted annual rate (SAAR). All
of the growth was in multi-family, where starts increased
25%; single-family starts were down 0.9%. The surge in
multi-family starts suggests millennials are still predomi-
nately renting. Building permits followed this trend, with

multi-family permits up in mid-teens and single-family
permits inching ahead by 1%.

CONCLUSION
The weeks ahead will bring additional color on the indus-
trial and consumer economy. Most data points will be bur-
ied in the flood of earnings reports at least through the end
of July. By early August, as trading winds down in Wall
Street’s slowest month of the year, investors who are not at
the beach or mountains will get an early sense of how the
economy and markets are setting up for the final third of
the year.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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ARGUS RATING SYSTEM
Argus uses three ratings for stocks:  BUY, HOLD and SELL.  Stocks
are rated relative to a benchmark, the S&P 500.

A BUY-rated stock is expected to outperform the S&P 500 on a
risk-adjusted basis over a 12-month period.  To make this determi-
nation, Argus Analysts set target prices, use beta as the measure
of risk, and compare risk-adjusted stock returns to the S&P 500
forecasts set by the Argus Market Strategist.

A HOLD-rated stock is expected to perform in line with the
S&P 500.

A SELL-rated stock is expected to underperform the S&P 500.
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Stock From To Change
New Jersey Resources Corp NJR   HOLD BUY 7/16/15

Bank of America Corp BAC   HOLD BUY 7/17/15

Stock Raised to BUY

Symbol On this date

New Jersey Resources Corp NJR   7/16/15

Bank of America Corp BAC   7/17/15


